The Problem of Time is that 'time' in each of GR and ordinary quantum theory are mutually incompatible notions. This is problematic in trying to put these two theories together to form a theory of Quantum Gravity. In canonical approaches, it has 8 facets; I reconceptualize and re-name the following of these. The Frozen Formalism Problem as Temporal Relationalism, the Thin Sandwich Problem as Configurational Relationalism via Best Matching. The Problem of Observables as the Problem of Beables, the Functional Evolution Problem as the Constraint Closure Problem. I also point out that each of Global and Multiple-Choice Problems of Time have multiple facets.
Introduction
The Isham-Kuchař [1] status quo of the Problem of Time (PoT) from the 1990's (briefly reviewed and updated in [2] ) is as follows.
Problem of Time Facets
In canonical approaches, the Problem of Time has 8 facets. These are jointly underlied by the conceptual-level mismatch between time in GR and in ordinary Quantum Theory. Frozen Formalism Problem. GR's quadratic Hamiltonian constraint H gives a time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE) at the quantum level in a situation in which one might expect a time-dependent one. Thin Sandwich Problem. Solving GR's linear momentum constraint M i for the GR shift with spatial metric h ab and its label-time velocityḣ ab as data on a spatial hypersurface Σ [the thick sandwich of Fig 1.a) 's thin sandwich limit Fig 1.b) ]. Functional Evolution Problem. Whether H and M i are all that is required at the quantum level by virtue of constraints closing and of anomalies not arising. Problem of Observables. This concerns finding quantities that commute with all of a theory's constraints (or maybe just the linear ones). Foliation Dependence Problem. This is whether evolving via the dashed or the dotted surface in Fig 1.c) gives the same answer. Spacetime Reconstruction Problem. This is from space and/or a discrete ontology [Fig 1.d) ], and further motivated at the quantum level [Fig 1.e) ]. Multiple Choice Problem. This is only relevant once the quantum level is under consideration, and consists of [ Fig  1. f)] canonical equivalence of classical formulations of a theory not implying unitary equivalence of the quantizations of each [5] . By this, different choices of timefunction can lead to inequivalent quantum theories. Global Problem of Time. This consists of difficulties with choosing an 'everywhere-valid' timefunction [6] .
3-way classification of the Problem of Time strategies
Isham and Kuchař classified them into 1) Tempus ante Quantum: internal time, matter time and unimodular time.
2) Tempus post Quantum: the emergent times of the Klein-Gordon-like formulation, the semiclassical approach and third quantization. 3) Tempus Nihil Est, i.e. making do with no time: Naïve Schrödinger Interpretation, Conditional Probabilities Interpretation, Histories Theory and Rovelli's approach. A number of extra programs have been added since, and I gave a more extensive classification than the above in [3] . Moreover, Kuchař cautioned that PoT facets resist being resolved piecemeal. He compared attempting to resolve them to going through a series of gates only to find oneself outside of some of the gates one thought one had already left behind. My own account [4] is in terms of the different body parts of an ice dragon, which further emphasizes how the facets inter-protect each other. This is due to their arising from a common cause: the conceptual mismatch between GR and ordinary Quantum Theory. In this mnemonic, the combinations of strategies discussed are grouped to form 'weapons', some components of which are singled out as needing further reinforcement due to open problems (see the Conclusion). . The data are as given and the problems to solve are for the spacetime in each shaded region. c) is the Thin Sandwich's reworking as the geometrodynamical case of Best Matching: with respect to the spatial diffeomorphisms Diff(Σ). d) is Barbour's well-known relational triangle counterpart of this [14] . e) depicts the geometry of the text's statement of the Foliation Dependence Problem. f) and g) depict Spacetime Reconstruction issues. The first outlines what different levels of reconstruction assume as starting points. The second depicts the dynamical object -the spatial 3-geometry (solid) -and the subsequent quantum fluctuations of this, (dotted) which do not all fit into the one spacetime. h) supports the statement of the Multiple Choice Problem. Here 'c' stands for classical formulation, 'q' for quantum formulation and denotes quantization map.
Outline of the rest of this paper
Based on the work in [3, 4] , I upgrade most of the names and concepts of the facets as the Seminar progresses, summarizing the changes in the Conclusion.
I also provide a local resolution to the PoT that is Machian in character (in the sense explained in Sec 2) [7, 8, 41, 9, 4] . The strategy is laid out as I reconceptualize and overcome each of the first six facets, the comprehensive overcoming being for at least for some simple model arenas. I.e. the Jacobi formulation of Mechanics and minisuperspace GR [10, 11] in Secs 2, 5 and 6, and the relational triangle [12, 4] in Secs 3, 5 and 6. Sec 5 covers diffeomorphism-specific issues the understanding of which requires harder models than the preceding.
2 7/8ths of the canonical PoT is already present at the classical level I take GR to be a gestalt theory -both a relativistic theory of gravitation and an attempt to free Physics of background structure [4] . The PoT then mostly concerns Background Independence at the quantum level. Barbour's work and my extension of it are background-independent at the classical level, unearthing classical counterparts of 7/8ths of the canonical PoT facets. One then argues that Background Independence is philosophically and physically desirable, classical relationalism is the first manifestation of this. It then sheds some further light on the meaning of, and strategization for, the quantum-level PoT. Moreover the background-independent formulation of Mechanics already possesses 5/8ths of the canonical PoT facets at the classical level and 6/8ths of them at the quantum level. This renders it a useful model arena for quite a few PoT investigations. This study is to be complemented with models that nontrivially involve diffeomorphisms and GR spacetime-like notions. This is since the missing 2/8ths are of that nature. Also, when the Configurational Relationalism involves diffeomorphisms, these render most of the other facets more technically complicated as well. Classical GR has all 7/8ths of the classically-available facets, the missing one being the Multiple Choice Problem. Theories of this kind include not only geometrodynamics but also LQG, Supergravity and M-Theory, but not perturbative String Theory by itself.
The new conceptual starting-point is Temporal Relationalism. One adopts Leibniz's 'there is no time for the universe as a whole' principle [13, 4] as a desirable tenet of Background Independence and of closed universes. This is mathematically implemented by postulating actions that i) do not contain any extraneous time (such as Newton's) or time-like variables (such as GR's lapse). ii) They are geometrical Jacobi-Synge type actions that happen to be parametrization-irrelevant.
[This is a conceptual evolution of considering first reparametrization-invariant actions and then parametrization-irrelevant ones that do not even involve a parameter. Moreover, the logical conclusion of this process is to neither name nor conceive in terms of what is not present in these actions. These actions always had a geometrical character as well, and this aspect of them is retained and thus ends up being the most apt conceptualization and name for them.]
Examples of such actions are Jacobi's principle [15] for Mechanics or Misner's parageodesic principle [16] for minisuperspace GR. Both are of the form
Here W is the potential factor. For mechanics, this takes the form W = E − V for total energy E and potential energy V . On the other hand, in (for now minisuperspace) GR, this takes the form W = R − 2Λ for Ricci 3-scalar R and cosmological constant Λ. Also ds := ||dQ|| M is the kinetic arc element (configuration space geometry with metric M). dJ is the conformally-related physical line element (the conformal factor being √ 2W ). Thus this action principle is a geodesic principle in dJ or a parageodesic principle [16] in ds (i.e. geodesic up to a conformal factor). We finally note [4] equivalence to the more common Euler-Lagrange or ADM equations by moves such as passage to the Routhian [15] or Lagrange multiplier elimination.
Next, Dirac [17] noted that primary constraints are implied by reparametrization-invariant actions. [Hence this is also holds for our conceptually-enhanced equivalent of these.] This accounts for how action for minisuperspace GR manages to encode the Hamiltonian constraint H. In the ADM approach, this arises instead by variation of the lapse, which is itself absent from Misner's action. Thus the constraint whose quadratic dependence on the momenta is well-known to cause the Frozen Formalism Problem arises directly from the demand of Temporal Relationalism. Its precise form is dictated by the way the action is built to be temporally relational. Thus indeed Temporal Relationalism is a deeper and already classically-present replacement for the Frozen Formalism Problem. For Jacobi mechanics, the quadratic energy constraint plays an analogous role to H. Moreover, the above primary-level timelessness can be resolved at a secondary, emergent level by Mach's Time Principle: 'time is to be abstracted from change'. Three distinct specifications of which involve [7] 'any change' (Rovelli [19] ), 'all change' (Barbour [18] ) and my sufficient totality of locally significant change (STLRC). This emergent time represents a local generalization of the astronomers' ephemeris time; this is particularly manifest in the case of mechanics. Generalized local ephemeris time is to be abstracted from STLRC. To fulfil the true content of the STLRC approach, all change is given opportunity to contribute to the timestandard. However only changes that do so in practise to within the desired accuracy are actually kept. For the actions in question, emergent Jacobi time resolves Mach's Time Principle, at first sight in the 'all' manner, but, in practice in the 'STLRC' manner. It is, furthermore, a simplifier of the change-momentum relations and Jacobi equation of motion (Temporal Relationalism equivalents of velocity-momentum relations and Euler-Lagrange equations). A general formula for this is (using 'J' to denote 'Jacobi')
Here the oversized notation t em(J) = t em(J) − t em(J) (0) is used to incorporate selection of 'calendar year zero', t em(J) (0). The above amounts to a relational recovery of Newtonian, proper and cosmic time in suitable contexts. In the presence of an h-l split, such as for Cosmology, this scheme is only fully Machian once one passes from the zeroth-order emergent times whose form is F [h, dh] to at least-first order emergent times of from F [h, l, dh, dl]. I.e. giving the l degrees of freedom the opportunity to contribute.
Nontrivial linear constraints
As we shall see, Configurational Relationalism is a twofold generalization of the Thin Sandwich Problem facet [4] . Here one has some configuration space Q and then a group G of continuous transformations that are taken to be physically irrelevant. This encompasses both of the following. 1) Spatial relationalism [translations and rotations relative to absolute space in Mechanics, or Diff(Σ) in GR]. 2) Internal relationalism [a reformulation of the more familiar type of gauge theories from Particle Physics]. This can be implemented indirectly in a very wide range of circumstances, by the following 'G-act G-all' method. Given an object O that corresponds to the theory with configuration space Q, one first applies a group-action of G to this -
Then one applies some operation S g that makes use of all of the g ∈ G so as to cancel out the appearance of g in the group action, e.g. summing, integrating, averaging or extremizing over G. One example of this, for O a classical action built upon Q, is to apply the basic infinitesimal group action to obtain
and then to extremize over G as per the variational principle now also including variation with respect to g. 2 This particular example is Barbour's Best Matching [26] . See Fig 1.c) for the GR case of this [NoS = Σ, G = Diff(Σ)], with corresponding action [20, 4, 21] 
Here the GR configuration space metric (alias undensitized inverse DeWitt supermetric) 
Here B is the rotational auxiliary vector (which has only one component in the 2-d case we focus on below).
The extremization produces an equation that, in the Q, dQ variables formulation, is to be solved for g itself and then substituted back into the action. This produces a final G-independent expression that directly implements Configurational Relationalism. Moreover, the initial indirect expression
itself succeeds in implementing Configurational Relationalism. This is because, whilst it initially extends Q to the bundle P (Q, G) by including g-auxiliaries, g-variation then gives a gauge constraint and these use up 2 degrees of freedom per g, so one indeed ends up on the quotient space Q/G as required. (JBB stands for 'Jacobi-Barbour-Bertotti' [12] .) Note that the expression given involves formulating the actually-present auxiliary variables as dg. This is necessary [48, 4] for these not to spoil the parametrization-irrelevance that implements Temporal Relationalism.
To make contact with the Thin Sandwich Problem facet, note that this is the subcase of this corresponding to Q = Riem(Σ) and G = Diff(Σ). (Passing from solving for a multiplier coordinate shift β i to the cyclic differential of a frame variable dF i as required for compatibility with [21] Temporal Relationalism in no way alters the mathematical form of the thin sandwich equation.)
The scaled relational mechanics case of (6) is
On the other hand, the GR case of (6) is
Moreover, the former's Best Matching is explicitly solvable in 1-and 2-d [4, 23] . By use of Kendall's Shape Theory [25] Figure 2: Progression of coordinate systems for the triangle. a) are particle position coordinates relative to an absolute origin and absolute axes. b) are relative Jacobi interparticle cluster separations; X denotes the centre of mass of particles 1 and 2; note that these coordinates are still relative to absolute axes. Then the configuration space radius ρ := ρ 2 1 + ρ 2 2 . c) are scaled relational coordinates (ie no longer with respect to any absolute axes either). Pure-shape coordinates are then the relative angle Φ and some function of the ratio ρ 2 /ρ 1 ; in particular, Θ := 2 arctan(ρ 2 /ρ 1 ). and the coning construction [4] , the simplest configuration space geometries for 1-and 2-d RPM's are S n−1 and CP n−1 (for pure shapes, i.e. models free of scale), and C(S n−1 ) = R n and C(CP n−1 ) (for models also including scale). The first three of these are very well known as geometries and as regards subsequent classical and quantum mechanics thereupon and supporting linear methods of Mathematical Physics. These render many QM and PoT strategy calculations tractable and available for comparison with each other, which is a rarity in the latter field. Triangleland is further aided in this way by CP 1 = S 2 and C(CP 1 ) = R 3 albeit the latter is not flat; it is, however, conformally flat. The simpleness of the ensuing mathematics, even well into the usually complex rearrangements necessary for the investigation of PoT strategies, is a major asset in this RPM model arena. This is because it secures many computational successes beyond the usual points at which these break down for full GR/many other model arenas. Pure-shape RPM configuration spaces are analogous to conformal superspace (CS) for GR, and scaled ones to Wheeler's superspace in one sense and to CS + Volume [22] in another. [27, 28] demonstrated solvability. This is by a mixture of basic maths and interdisciplinarity with statistical theory of shape, Molecular Physics and a few other areas (Particle Physics, instantons) for the quadrilateralland and higher-N N -a-gon cases. RPM isometry groups have 1) Atomic/Molecular Physics analogies: SO(3) = SU (2)/Z 2 for triangleland. 2) Particle Physics analogies: the SU (3)/Z 3 for quadrilateralland [23] is identical to the colour group and shares the same Lie algebra with approximate flavour physics as well.
Scaled triangleland has non-obvious Cartesian coordinates -Dragt coordinates -that are useful below,
These are all cleanly interpretable as the product of a scale factor I and a lucid shape quantity. I.e. an anisoscelesness, four times the mass-weighted area of the triangle and the ellipticity (difference of partial moments of inertia) respectively.
Four more Facets
As well as Q's and P 's one requires the Poisson bracket, { , }. Then the constraints have brackets among themselves and one can ask about which objects (observables/beables) have zero brackets with the constraints too. The Functional Evolution Problem at QM level is for field theories (functional as in 'functional derivative'). One has, rather, a Partial Evolution Problem for finite theories and then the portmanteau of these for the general case covering both of these: the 'Partional Evolution Problem' [4] . However, 'Constraint Closure Problem' is still stronger as a concept and name, for it clearly applies at the classical level too. A fourth PoT facet is the Problem of Beables [24] . Observables, or beables -following John Bell [29] : a more cosmologically-appropriate notion than observables -are hard to come by in classical and quantum GR. Trivial Configurational Relationalism (or resolved Best Matching) readily imply possession of a full set of classical Kuchař beables, i.e. quantities that Poisson-brackets-commute with the classical linear constraints. For the relational triangle, these are
for P Dra the conjugate variables to Dra. In the case of trivial Configurational Relationalism, Halliwell provided [30, 31] a prescription for Dirac beables -commuting with the quadratic constraint also -which I promoted to the case of resolved Best Matching too [9] . The Problem of Beables consists of finding objects which brackets-commute with all the constraints (Dirac beables) or perhaps just with the linear constraints. Dirac beables are sufficiently hard to find for full GR that Kuchař [32] likened postulating having obtained a full set of these to having a unicorn as one's willing steed. Consequences of Best Matching Problem Resolution are 1) automatic availability of classical Kuchař beables. 2) The classical Constraint Closure Problem is then resolved by there being only one constraint (per space point in field-theoretic case) -the reduced formulation's quadratic constraint -which then straightforwardly closes with itself. This often relies on the G being an ultimately compatible choice for the Q in question, no extra integrabilities, no extra QM constraints and no anomalies. I distinguish between specific and merely formal resolutions of the Problem of Kuchař Beables. E.g. for the triangle, one has a specific set of shape quantities, whereas for GR one can only talk formally in terms of the spatial 3-geometries.
Triangleland's three other classical facets are resolved by foliations and spacetime not being meaningful concepts in this arena, and by straightforward computation of the constraint algebra. Their minisuperspace counterparts are resolved by the simplifying effects of homogeneity [10] .
Diffeomorphism-specific issues
The GR Hamiltonian and momentum constraints form the split-diffeomorphism (alias Dirac alias hypersurface-deformation) algebroid (Fig 3) . The Functional Evolution Problem is viewed as part of the a posteriori compatibility for relational models, and is fortunately absent in this Article's RPM's. I generalize this to simply the Constraint Closure Problem so as to include the classical case which the Dirac algebroid's closure indeed resolves for classical GR. Foliationindependence is also classically guaranteed by the Dirac algebroid (Fig 3) . As regards the Spacetime Reconstruction Problem, space/configurations/dynamics are primary, and spacetime may not exist as a meaningful concept at the level of Quantum Gravity. This problem's classical incarnation has some ties to the split-diffeomorphism algebroid (Fig4). For Minisuperspace [10] , there is a simpler trident based on homogeneity that provides a straightforward resolution both classically and quantum-mechanically.
Machian Semiclassical Resolution
The part of quantization that concerns this paper is dynamical quantization, the treatment of which presented here is built on the relationally-motivated [35] conformal ordering [16] . Moreover, either the 2-dness or the flatness of the configuration space suffices to ensure that the conformal ordering is equal to the Laplacian ordering. Thus the wave equation is the model arena Wheeler-DeWitt equation of the form
Here E Uni is the energy of the model universe, taken to be fixed.
Machian semiclassical approach
There is the salient problem that this Machian classical emergent time does not unfreeze the physics at the quantum level. The way out is the Semiclassical Approach; as we shall see, this can be interpreted in Machian terms too. We make a heavy-light (h-l) split [36, 37] . This can be seen as 1) a procedure from Molecular Physics by which one solves for the electronic structure under the approximation that the much heavier nuclei stay fixed, 2) A technically similar approximation procedure from Semiclassical Quantum Cosmology. The Semiclassical Quantum Cosmology case's further feature is that the h degrees of freedom provide an approximate timestandard with respect to which the l degrees of freedom evolve. First, the h-l split is reflected at the quantum level by the wavefunction ansatz Ψ(h, l) = ψ(h)|χ(h, l) Additionally one needs to apply the WKB ansatz ψ(h) = exp(iS(h)/ ) in order for this emergent time method to work. One next considers a h-equation χ|× TISE and the l-equation 1 − |χ χ|× TISE. If stripped of all its quantummechanical terms, this becomes a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This can be solved for an emergent time which coincides with the classical expression from the last section (once evaluated under the corresponding h-l split). The l-equation looks a priori like a fluctuation equation, but becomes a time-dependent wave equation for the lsubsystem with respect to the emergent time provided by the h-equation. If, as is usually the case, all h-derivatives bar the one in the cross-term i ∂ h S∂ h |χ are neglected, this is a time-dependent Schrödinger equation, (12) is, modulo the h-l coupling term, 'ordinary relational l-physics'. The purported simple situation has 'the scene set' by the h-subsystem for the l-subsystem to have dynamics. This dynamics is furthermore slightly perturbed by the h-subsystem, while neglecting the back-reaction of the l-subsystem on the h-subsystem. One might even argue for the interaction term to be quantitatively negligible as regards the observed l-physics. Whilst the zeroth approximation above coincides with the classical zeroth approximation, which was already declared to be non-Machian, including further correction terms does render the scheme Machian as follows. Expanding the h-equation via binomial and expansion moves to isolate what will often serve as first correction terms,
Note 1) The 'rectifying' change of variables t em(rec) := dt em(WKB) /h 2 (t em(WKB) ) simplifies the l-time-dependent Schrödinger equation (12) . One can then cast the h-equation in terms of this also, so as to have the entire h-l system upon a common footing as regards choice of variables. Note 2) one can see that the difference between this Machian semiclassical emergent time and its classical counterpart is itself Machian. I.e. if all change is to be given the opportunity to contribute, then quantum change is somewhat different from classical change. Namely, one passes from an emergent Machian time of the form F[h, l, dh, dl] to one of the form F[h, l, dh, |χ(h, l) ]. The latter takes into account that the l-subsystem has passed from a classical to a quantum description. Note 3) Some subsequent calculations that can be completed are as follows. Firstly, the expectation of V can be considered by Fourier expansion and then 3-trig-function integrals. Further correction terms are evaluated by the method given in [28] . See [38, 4, 8, 41, 11] for the physical justification of, and mathematical methods for, some of the next most simple regimes within this semiclassical scheme.
Other PoT facets within Machian Semiclassical scheme
Configurational Relationalism remains resolved: having reduced at the classical level, quantization does not unreduce the system. The classical restriction of the Kuchař beables to a set of Dirac beables has to be abandoned. However, the quantum Kuchař beables are obtained by promoting some subalgebra of the classical Kuchař beables to quantum operators. And then Halliwell also provided a semiclassical construct for objects commutator-commuting with the quadratic constraint. This is now to be used to construct a set of quantum Dirac beables as functionals of the quantum Kuchař beables (see the next Sec). Next, Constraint Closure remains a non-issue at the quantum level for RPM's and minisuperspace. Foliation and Spacetime Reconstruction issues are absent from RPM's, so we are done as regards providing a local resolution of the PoT for this RPM's. Most aspects of these are also accounted for by homogeneity for minisuperspace.
Limitations of Semiclassical Approaches
Obviously these are relatively modest through stopping short of finer/higher energy details of one's theory of Quantum Gravity. On the other hand, semiclassical slightly inhomogeneous cosmology [36] is a reasonable model for an early universe regime. Via inflation, this might be able to explain the seeding of galaxies and CMB hot spots from quantumcosmological fluctuations. Moreover, first and possibly only contact between Quantum Gravity and observational physics is likely to concern semiclassical Quantum Cosmology ( [39] but with caveats to their specifics). However, even within this domain of validity, there are some problems. Chief among these [40, 1] is that the working leading to such a time-dependent Schrödinger equation ceases to function in the absence of making the WKB ansatz and approximation. This, additionally, in the quantum-cosmological context, is not known to be a particularly strongly supported ansatz and approximation to make. This is crucial for this Article since propping this up requires considering further PoT strategies from the classical level upwards. Moreover [4] this ansatz has been shown not to hold in all regions of configuration space. [Though we shall concern ourselves no further with this global problem in this Article.] The local resolution offered in the present article involves investing in Histories Theory (see the next Sec). Other issues concern justifying the smallness of all the neglected terms. This should include analysis of those regimes in which one or more of these terms are not small. See e.g. [41] for a start on this and a list of earlier references.
Combined Machian Semiclassical-Histories-Records Approach
The basic idea is to prop up the principal 'why WKB' deficiency using decoherence (usually from histories decohereing [42, 37] . It then turns out that records theory helps prop up histories theory, and further inter-connections between these three primary programs ensue (Fig 6) . To understand this, it is best to explain these primary programs first.
• Records [44, 14, 43, 46, 45] are localized subconfigurations of a single instant that contain information/correlations. In a purely timeless approach, these are useful as regards reconstruction of a semblance of dynamics or history.
• Histories Theory [46, 47, 49 ] is a path-type approach, augmented at the quantum level by attaching projectors to one's path. The decoherence functional between 2 histories is to be evaluated in terms of path integrals. Gell-Mann and Hartle use simple products of projectors at discrete values of label-time, whereas Isham and Linden [49] use a continuum limit of tensor products of projectors. The latter products succeed in themselves being a single projector. Thus they have the desirable feature of implementing propositions by projectors. This is why they are chosen for use in the combined approach. Isham-Linden type schemes additionally come with a classical precursor also. Here Q is supplanted by the space of histories, complete with histories momenta and histories brackets. [49] , my type of Records Theory [43] and the preceding Secs' Machian approach as three squares. The annular sectors between these are the three pairwise combinations. The filling between the three squares is the triple combination: my Machian version [9, 43] of Halliwell's approach [30] . I then enumerate the particular inter-protections that hold this program together. a) carries this out at the semiclassical quantum level, at which the triple combination is motivated. 1) Both rest on atemporal logic ('Mackey's Principle' [49, 53, 4 
]).
2) There is a Records Theory within Histories Theory [46, 45] (this is one of the double-combination annular segments). In fact, the current scheme necessitates doing this for the Isham-Linden version of Histories Theory [49] , though this does not change the notion of records that occurs within [4] . 3) As Gell-Mann and Hartle said [46] "records are somewhere in the universe where information is stored when histories decohere". 4) Decoherence ⇒ WKB: the crucial support needed to further justify the original Machian Semiclassical scheme. 5) By providing an underlying dynamics or history, either of these overcome present-day pure records theory's principal weakness of needing to find a practicable construction of a semblance of dynamics or history. 8) The semiclassical approach provides a Machian scheme for quantum histories and quantum records to reside within. (These are the other two double-combination annular segments.) The prototype of this is how the Halliwell-Hawking 1985 [36] semiclassical quantum cosmology scheme was followed up by Halliwell 1987 [50] on timeless correlations within such a scheme. b) At the classical level, bindings 3) and 4) are absent since they concern the purely quantum notion of decoherence, and 6) vanishes since it concerns a purely quantum probability computation. 1) is much more trivial now too (standard logic versus nontrivial Topos intuitionistic logic [53] ).
Next, I logically order the interprotections. meaningless label histories comes first, this gives the Semiclassical Approach and then this gives the emergent-time version of the histories approach. Then localized timeless approaches sit inside the last two of these. On the other hand, the Semiclassical Approach sits inside the global timeless approach. However the global timeless approach can be taken to sit within global meaningless label time histories approach, so down both strands this is primary. Finally, I provide a figure enumerating the various constituent programs and indicating how they fit together (Fig 6) . [12, 4] . 2) then uses t em(JBB) or t em(rec) [13, 4] to explicitly resolve the classical Frozen Formalism Problem that is induced by Temporal Relationalism. 3), 4), 5), 7), 8), 9) are the single programs and pairwise combinations described in Fig 5. 6) is that a second consequence [9, 4] of resolving 1 is the trivial possession of a set of classical Kuchař beables. 10) is finding a subset of Dirac beables among these via Halliwell's classical construct (see below and [30, 9, 4] for more detail). 11) is the classical combined scheme 'handgrip' as detailed in Figure 5 .a). The three thick black lines (one dotted) are the promotion of each of the classical Machian, records and histories schemes to their (semiclassical) quantum counterparts. For RPM's, 12) and 13) form the 'handguard of good fortune' by which the classical and quantum constraint algebras close. 21) then uses t em(WKB) or t em(rec) [8] to explicitly resolve the quantum Frozen Formalism Problem induced by Temporal Relationalism. 15), 16), 17), 18), 19), 20) are the quantum-level single programs and pairwise combinations. 14) is the promotion of a subalgebra of classical Kuchař beables to quantum Kuchař beables. 23) is finding a subset of Dirac beables among these using Halliwell's semiclassical construct [30, 9, 4] . The 'blade' 22) is my Machianized version of Halliwell's quantum triple combination as detailed in Fig 5b) . The logical ordering of the sword is 1) branching into 2), 3), 15), 21) and 6), 14) . This is then reinforced by combining in two further mutually-supporting approaches: turning 3) into the complex 3), 4), 5), 7), 8), 9), 11) and 15) into the complex 15), 16), 17), 18), 19), 20), 22). Then, provided that at least 4), 15) and 16) have been set up, the 'tassel' 6), 14) can be expanded upon to form the 'rein' 6), 10), 14), 23) by adding the 'Dirac links' 10) and 23). These are crucial for the 'model unicorn' (set of Dirac beables for this triangleland model arena) to accept to be ridden by the sword's bearer. In the case of relational triangleland, whilst one is confronting Configurational and Temporal Relationalism and the Problem of Beables with the 'main thrust' of this program, the 'handguard' protects one from the Constraint Closure Problem. Thus we are done as regards a local resolution of the PoT since this model arena has no notion of spacetime or of refoliation. In a nutshell, my work has connected Barbour's relationalism to Halliwell's program. See [4] for comprehensive references, outline workings and comments on each of the above numerations. In the full GR case, 1) is the Thin Sandwich Problem. In the absense of being able to solve 1), 2) and 21) remain implicitly defined. Likewise, 6) remains purely formal, so the promotion of a subalgebra of these to quantum operators -14) -is but doubly formal. The 'blade' 22) and supporting 'handgrip' 11) are untested for inhomogeneous GR. So are the 'Dirac links' 10) and 23). For GR, 12) and 13) need replacing by a second weapon. At the classical level, this is Dirac's trident [Fig 4.b) ]. But the semiclassical quantum counterpart of this remains unknown [52] . See the Conclusion for brief discussion of these frontiers of knowledge, and [4] for a more detailed account. For minisuperspace, 1) is absent so 2) and 21) are explicit and 6) is trivial and thus open to making whatever choice of 14). 10), 11), 22 ) and 23) are tested in this setting, and homogeneity renders the trident unnecessary at both classical and quantum levels. See [10, 11] for more details.
Halliwell constructs classical and semiclassical timeless probabilities for histories entering a region of configuration space (or phase space). For classical triangleland,
for w a classical phase space distribution, Υ a hypersurface in configuration space and n the corresponding normal. Then, semiclassically, w is replaced by the Wigner function Wig[Dra,
Next, the objects A(Dra, Dra 0 , P Dra 0
commute with the classical and semiclassical quadratic Hamiltonian constraints respectively. The latter is a type of histories-theoretic class functional. 3 One can then build these out of Kuchař beables for relational triangleland, so they commute with linear constraints also and thus are nontrivial Dirac beables. Caveat 1) Using [31] in place of [30] is preferable in order to avoid another kind of quantum frozenness (Quantum Zeno Problem). However, I have not completed this yet in Machian formulations of models with nontrivial Kuchař beables. Caveat 2) Halliwell's schemes implement, or part-implement, propositions by configuration space (or phase space) regions, rather than solely by projectors. This is problematic since classical regions do not combine in the same manner as quantum propositions; see [4] for more details. Problem of Beables is a more cosmologically and quantum-mechanically inclusive name and cocept for the Problem of Observables. Foliation Dependence Problem remains a fine concept and name, as does Spacetime Reconstruction Problem. Multiple Choice Problems, likewise, noting that it applies also to kinematical quantization and the Problem of Beables as well as to the choice of time (and frame). Global Problems of Time, is the final facet's renaming, emphasizing its even greater plurality (almost all facets and strategies have global aspects).
A local resolution of the PoT for triangleland and some minisuperspace models
We have explained in this seminar that a local resolution of the PoT that is, moreover, Machian in character, works out fine for triangleland RPM and isotropic and diagonal Bianchi IX minisuperspace models. In this approach, one resolves what configurational relationalism is present first, giving one explicit expressions for the classical Machian time and for the classical Kuchař beables. One then uses a Machianized version of the Semiclassical Approach to resolve frozenness at the quantum level and one promotes a subalgebra of classical Kuchař beables to quantum ones. The Constraint Closure Problem, Foliation Dependence Problem and Spacetime Reconstruction problem are either absent or readily overcome (including by use of homogeneity in the minisuperspace case). The WKB ansatz of the semiclassical approach is justified by histories decohereing; which degrees of freedom decohere which others is answered by looking at where the records are. Thus one is using a combined Machian semiclassical-histories-records scheme. Adopting the Machian reinterpretation of Halliwell's such, separate constructs are available classically and semiclassically to form Dirac beables from one's Kuchař beables. See [7, 8, 41, 9, 4, 10, 11] for more details of all this than can be fitted into the body of this Seminar.
List of frontiers for the Combined Machian Approach to the Problem of Time
For full GR (or midisuperspace models), one is left facing the following frontiers.
I) The Best Matching Problem becomes the Thin Sandwich Problem. Thus this problem, with which there has only been some progress since Wheeler posed it in the 1960's, affects the 'pommel' of the full GR version of the 'magic sword'. This renders the expression for t em(JBB) and the Kuchař beables only formal for now, and prevents use of the desired reduced, rather than Dirac, quantization. IV) The use of regions in evaluating QM probabilities is unclear, since these do not combine like quantum propositions do. Halliwell's later work [31] does make more use of projectors but is still a mixed method in this regard (classical regions are used as well). If it proves difficult to completely eliminate classical regions from such approaches in general, perhaps noncommutative geometry or Topos Theory [53] might help. V) Semiclassical Constraint Algebra: looking for a parallel of the classical Dirac trident as regard overcoming three more of the facets at the semiclassical level as well [52] . It is also not clear whether the factorization of the strategizing into sword and trident, each of which confronts a disjoint set of 3 facets, will continue to apply at the semiclassical level. As regards removing the words 'local' and 'a' from this claim, VI) Global Problems of Time affect multiple facets and multiple of the strategies considered in this Seminar. VII) Multiple Choice Problems. This does occur for some RPM's, and is an unsettled question in most others. Considering it for midisuperspace is well outside of the edge of research on this advanced aspect of the foundations of QM.
Slightly inhomogeneous cosmological models along the lines of Halliwell-Hawking's [36] are appropriatene as a next port of call for many of the above issues. I.e. semiclassical quantum cosmological inhomogeneous perturbations about S 3 minisuperspace with a minimally-coupled scalar field, a relational version of which is provided in [54] . Here nontrivial diffeomorphism information is only considered to first order: the zeroth order (minisuperspace) needs none and the second order is discarded. As well as this simplification, this model arena is more tractable by the restriction to the semiclassical regime and by the splitting of this model modewise and into scalar, vector and tensor mode sectors.
